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Interoperable Communications
With limited staff and multiple communication systems to launch, Cooper 
Notification’s integrated MNS solution, ALERiTY, features a simplified, single 
interface to launch all of the different systems (text messaging, automated 
voice dialing, desktop alerts, outdoor speaker arrays, indoor voice 
evacuation).  It allows you to focus on the emergency at hand without being 
slowed down, trying to activate multiple systems.

In addition to an integrated System-of-Systems, multiple sites and facilities 
can be tied together for a campus-wide emergency communications 
system.  Through a secure, real-time information sharing framework, a 
facility can communicate with other facilities as well as to local fire, police 
and health departments for a better understanding of the emergency, 
enabling you to make more informed decisions when time is of the essence. 

For improved situational awareness and system management, ALERiTY can 
be integrated with other life safety and security systems such as Fire Alarm 
Control Panels, video monitoring, access control and sensor detection or 
with external data sources like the National Weather Service, Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention and the Department of Transportation. 
Alerts can be sent automatically when a threat is detected, allowing you 
to get the essential information out quickly then follow up with additional 
information as needed.  

Trusted Brand
From Afghanistan to the National Capitol Region, Cooper Notification is 
helping emergency managers and security professionals in more than 
500 MNS installations worldwide deliver critical alerts when it matters 
most. Cooper Notification’s Mass Notification Systems are successfully 
providing emergency communications for all types of threats and disasters 
in various types of occupancies. The systems can also be used for general 
announcements, crowd control and special events.

• Educational Campuses      • Oil & Gas Facilities

• Healthcare Facilities   • Military Sites

• Corporate Campuses  • Public Venues

• Mass Transportation Hubs  • Municipalities

• Industrial & Energy Plants  • Government Buildings

Proven Reliable
As a premier provider to the federal government, Cooper Notification’s 
advanced MNS solutions are battle-tested and battle-proven every day 
by protecting our armed forces in the most demanding environments 
and circumstances.  When public safety is at risk, why would you rely on 
anything less?

Helping save lives and minimize casualties with interoperable 
emergency communications.

Integrated mass notification solutions by Cooper Notification. 
Designed to protect, alert, and inform your most critical asset, 
your people.

Cooper Notification is the industry’s leading developer in advanced 
technological solutions for the rapidly growing mass notification market, 
where intelligible, reliable and redundant communications are paramount to 
emergency preparedness and response.

From catastrophic natural disasters to the threats college students 
face, there has been a heightened demand for effective, multi-layered 
emergency communications.  That’s why our ALERiTY integrated and 
interoperable Mass Notification platform provides the perfect solution to 
instantly communicate to everyone – anytime, anywhere.

System of Systems
The key to effectively responding to emergencies is an integrated 
System-of-Systems solution. From an outdoor Giant Voice system to text 
messaging, multiple communication systems ensure that information will 
successfully reach the affected audience. Whether informing an entire 
campus of a natural disaster or evacuating a single building due to a 
HAZMAT accident, ALERiTY features a variety of Mass Notification System 
(MNS) solutions to meet your organization’s needs.

• In-building Mass Notification Systems

 - Central Control Stations

 - Autonomous Control Units 

 - Notification Appliances & LED Display Signs

• Wide Area Mass Notification Systems

- Central Control Stations

- High Power Speaker Arrays & Horn Loudspeakers

- Mobile and Portable Systems

- Strobes and LED Display Signs

• Distributed Recipient MNS/Personal Alerting Systems  

- SMS/Text Messages, Pagers

- Automated Voice Calls, Faxes

- E-mail Alerts, Web Postings, Social Networking Sites

- Desktop Notifications

From the battlefield to college campuses, trust 
Cooper Notification’s reliable MNS to provide the 
right message to the right person at the right time.
 

Integrated MNS SolutionsALERiTY
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1. the quality of alerting with clarity - 

clear, intelligible and reliable emergency 

communications.

2. unified interoperability platform that 

seamlessly manages the three tenants of  

Mass Notification  - Indoor, Outdoor and 

Distributed Recipient.

3. situational awareness, integration 

with life safety, security and notification 

systems.

4. the state of meeting stringent Life 

Safety requirements
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Fully integrated mass notification solutions – all developed 
by a single company.

The ALERiTY Difference
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Intelligible, reliable and redundant communications.Advanced System
Design

Personal Alerting/Distributed Recipient 
U.S. patented and award-winning Roam Secure Alert Network (RSAN) is 
a web-based communications system that allows you to send hundreds 
of thousands of messages simultaneously to unlimited communication 
channels, including SMS text messaging, voice calls, pagers,  and 
email notification.  RSAN’s two-way communications allows for delivery 
confirmation and user response.  

• Direct connectivity with major wireless carriers improves SMS   
 delivery

•  Launch alerts from web browser or mobile device, including mobile 
applications; Pre-scripted QuickAlerts for speed, reliability and 
accuracy

• Optimized high volume delivery to carriers, networks and devices 

•  Alert multiple groups, networks, devices and other systems from 
one web page; Create unique messages for each delivery method

• Rapid Enrollment, register directly from cell phone

•  Zero-single point-of-failure system through multiple, redundant 
servers; real-time data mirroring

•  Dedicated customer system installed on-site or hosted in secure 
data center

•  Proven operational in emergencies; Used daily for all-hazards and 
real-time information - 1.2 million messages sent during Presidential 
Inauguration

• Interoperable with WAVES MNS and other systems

Cooper Desktop Notification System
Send real time messages to computer desktops across enterprise network 
environments. To all personnel logged onto the network, this intrusive alert 
takes precedence over all other open windows and programs and can 
activate sound upon delivery.  It also features two-way communications. 

Notification Appliances & Devices
Cooper Notification features the broadest line of life safety notification 
appliances in the industry, including Wheelock Strobes, Speakers & 
Speaker Strobes, High Fidelity Speakers, Cluster Speakers, Weatherproof 
Appliances and LED Display Signs.

Flexible and Scalable System Design
In addition to integrating with existing equipment and systems, ALERiTY’s 
modular and scalable system architecture allows you to expand your 
MNS, adding new buildings, outdoor areas and geographically separated 
sites as your organization grows or changes. 

Central Control Station 
The WAVES® Integrated Base Station (IBS) is an advanced configurable 
control system that provides activation of audible and visual messages and 
status monitoring of the WAVES MNS. Through a secure digital wireless 
communications network, WAVES provides redundant communications 
with no single point of failure.  It is a scalable system design that is fully 
customizable in the field. 

• Intuitive easy-to-use interface with single-click activation

•  Interactive map with geographic unit selection and color- coded 
status of all transceivers and peripheral devices  

•  Pre-recorded or live (PTT noise-cancelling microphone) messages

•  Interoperability with Cooper Notification’s RSAN text and voice 
messaging system and other life safety and security systems

In-Building Mass Notification Systems
The Autonomous Control Unit (ACU), which includes SAFEPATH®, 
communications network device and interface, provides supervised 
emergency voice communications with multi-use capabilities, including 
paging, background music, and voice messaging.  

• Live and recorded messages

•  Integrates with fire alarm panels, telephone systems  and WAVES for 
campus-wide communications

• Prioritize messages; custom messages available

• 24 VDC battery backup

Wide Area Mass Notification Systems
Featuring industry-leading intelligibility, WAVES® High Power Speaker 
Arrays (HPSAs) and Mobile Speaker Arrays (MSAs) broadcast crisp, 
clear voice messages and tones, that can be heard from great distances.  
Depending on the model, HPSAs can be hard-wired directly to your 
facility’s audio source, including Fire Alarm Control Panels and SAFEPATH 
Systems or can be controlled from the WAVES IBS.

Leading Intelligibility
• HPSA’s vertical line arrays focus sound at audiences
• Equalized intelligibility – Broadcast messages clearly at 100’ as 2000’

Higher Efficiency
•  Class D amplification technology and better power management
•  HPSA amplifier is more than 90% efficient with lower current draw, 

improved battery stand by time and increased battery life
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Complete MNS Solution

Personal Alerting Systems

Wide-Area MNS

In-Building MNS

 Wheelock Notification 
Appliances & Devices

SAFEPATH

Wheelock Notification 
Appliances & Devices

SAFEPATH

WAVES - IBS 

Multi-layered solutions to meet your organization’s needs -
Indoor, Outdoor and Personal Notification

Proven Reliable
Mass Notification Systems

The SAFEPATH system was chosen because of its multifunctional 
facility communication capabilities, in addition to meeting OSHA 
requirements. It alerts employees of any danger with a digital voice 
announcement and visual alerting for hearing impaired employees. 
The system delivers explicit instructions notifying employees to 
relocate to a safe location or to evacuate an entire building when 
necessary.

Food Processing Plant
Florida

 Wheelock Notification  
Appliances & Devices

 MEDC Explosion Proof 
Appliances

SAFEPATH

“With WAVES Mass Notification System, we are now able to reach people 
who do not have mobile devices, who are visiting the National Capital Region, 
and who are outside or away for television, radio, and telephones. In addition 
and an important element of the system, WAVES can be activated in specific 
neighborhoods, enabling police to help look for a lost child. This warning 
system is another important tool in our emergency communications arsenal.”

Robert Griffin,
Director of Arlington County’s Office 

of Emergency Management
Arlington County & The City of Alexandria

SAFEPATH
WAVES - HPSA-7100-R Series  
integrates with existing FACP 
or SAFEPATH

Mobile Speaker Array

WAVES IBS 
HPSA-3100 Series  

“Leveraging the Roam Secure Information Exchange (RSIX), we have 
been able to network RSAN systems in use by various departments 
including Philadelphia’s Emergency Management Agency, Philadelphia 
Police Department, and The Center City District.  This allowed us to 
engage business owners in use of the system, which has encouraged 
community policing and resulted in several criminal convictions.”

Population: 5.8 million 
Deputy Managing Director
Emergency Management, 

City of Philadelphia

Off-site Notification

Intrusive Desktop Alerting & E-mail

SMS Text 
Messaging

Off-site Notification

Wheelock Notification 
Appliances & Devices
SAFEPATH

WAVES IBS & HPSA

“Cooper Notification’s interoperable system allows users to focus on
the emergency at hand, not getting bogged down with utilizing 
multiple systems. With the click of mouse, our mass notification 
solution allows dispatchers to deliver live or recorded event-specific 
messages within seconds to sirens, indoor and outdoor speakers as 
well as cell phones and E-mail.”

Population: 56,000 Students and 10,500 Employees
Jeff Morgan 

Emergency Management Director
University of Florida

Desktop Alerting & E-mail

SMS Text 
Messaging

RSAN Off-site 
Notification

Timely & Effective - Delivering Critical Alerts when it 
matters most

Integrated, Multi-layered 
Solutions

SMS Text 
Messaging
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One Cooper  www.coopernotification.com      Online

273 Branchport Ave.
Long Branch, NJ 07740

P: 800-631-2148
F: 732-222-8707

Cooper Notification

Cooper Notification, backed by $5.4 billion global manufacturer Cooper 
Industries plc with facilities in 23 countries, provides premier safety 
and mass notification solutions worldwide through our local dedicated 
representatives.


